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Purpose: The purpose of this paper is to analyze the current Indian market situation and study the
virtual on-going payments war. Also, the paper elaborates on the future of mobile payments, and
the impact on domestic players by the influx of global payments providers entering into Indian
markets. The paper also studies the consumer perspective regarding the available e-wallets in the
market. The data collected from the survey has been analyzed through statistical analysis and
various other data modelings.

Findings: The survey results outlines the below analysis:

• People are apprehensive about the security aspects of the available e-wallets.

• Companies have a long way to go in converting the people to spending / loading more through
e-wallets.

• Due to increased awareness about cyber frauds, private companies are at the radar of suspicion
by the public irrespective of best technology being put in place for the user.

Social Implications: Advocacy of mobile payments technology can help address socio-economic
challenges in India, such as financial inclusion, corruption and tax evasion. On the down side, with
the heightened awareness of cyber frauds and privacy issues in India, m-payment adoption, which
already faces acquisition and retention challenges, is likely to be more resisted by the consumers
if companies doesn’t cater to latter’s apprehensions. The paper also contains detailed
recommendations on the basis of the customer feedback collected through the survey mentioned
above.

Introduction
Overview of Digital Payments
Landscape in India

IN this so-called era of ‘Digital
Darwinism’, where technology

and the society are evolving faster
than businesses can naturally
adapt, India is significantly
displaying growth in adoption of
digital payments. The digital
payments landscape in India has
seen multi-modal changes in the
past few years. Some have been an
outcome of the macro level factors

like Demonetization, while others
can be attributed to the
revolutionary technological
developments like UPI, Block
Chain Technology, BHIM, etc. In
the year 2017, India witnessed a
shift of digital payments from
wallets & physical cards to the
newer digital payments forms like
Aadhaar based payments, BHIM ,
UPI, etc.

With Internet & E-commerce,
India is moving towards becoming
“mobile-first” especially when it
comes to payments, and way
forward mobile definitely acts like
a form factor, playing a significant
role in payments – both on
acceptance & issuance side.

The Indian Context

Our dynamic Indian market
has a huge potential for mobile
payments with newer and
simplified technology stacks of UPI,
NFC, QR Codes, etc. set in motion
already. While MST (Magnetic
Secure Transmission) based
terminals are still in majority and
under progress, the recent shift of
focus on digitization of payments
due to various government induced
turn of events, has ensured a good
penetration of mobile based
solutions along with growth in NFC
acceptance infrastructure.

Roughly 20 per cent  of the PoS
terminals in the country might be
contactless (NFC) enabled and the
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popularity of EMV compliant Tap
& Pay contactless solutions
especially like National Common
Mobility Card (NCMC), OEM-pay
of various device manufacturers
(Samsung Pay, Apple Pay, etc.) are
in future going to drive the usage of
NFC based payments in full
strength.

NPCI is already working
extensively on developing the
NCMC use cases for mass transit
and smart city initiatives through
its proximity based payment
solution for all form factors
including card (NFC) and mobile
(HCE/UPI).

Market Size

With the government bound
initiatives such as Digital India and
extreme focus on financial inclusion,
along with fast penetration of
smartphones- all leads to exponential
growth in use of digital payments. As
RBI allows newer features in the
digital payments domain such as
unbounded fund transfers between
wallets and bank accounts, mobile
wallets will emerge to be an even
integral part in India’s financial
ecosystem. Our country’s mobile
wallet industry is estimated to grow
at a CAGR of 148 per cent to reach
US$4.4 billion by 2022.

M-wallets grew signifi-
cantly (growth rate
Debit and Credit cards),
but the recent change in
guidelines may dampen
their future.

FIGURE 1
M-WALLETS TRANSACTIONS VOLUME (IN MILLIONS)

Source: RBI and NPCI Statistics.

Source: The Economic Times.

FIGURE 2

Recently, the payments
landscape in India is evolving at the
speed of a rocket. The ongoing
changes taking place in the
payment system like digital wallets,
UPI and BHIM apps are all road for
smooth shift to digital payments.
(Figures 1 & 2)

Current Market Analysis

With the advent of the global
players venturing into digital
payments, especially in the m-pay
domain, in addition to the already
existing huge array of home grown
m-wallets/aggregator apps, India
is seeing a constant war between
all the options available in the
market. This war is pertaining to
the space in the market, and also
drills down to the customer
segment capture. With so many
options available and the ease of
using these apps provides the
customer to decide for itself for
daily/occasional usage and app
download. (Table 1)

Following is the current Indian
market situation in e-wallet space.
The data has been fetched from the
Google Play Store as on February
2019. (Figure 3)

As is visible from figure 3, apps
are fighting hard to maintain their
market share and consistently
maintain their spot in a close knit
competitive space of m-commerce.
On the Android Platform, PayTm
and Google Pay are leading the
market with 29 per cent  market
share each, followed by PhonePe &
Airtel money.

The ratings however, are all
above 4.0, and are almost similar
for all the available apps hence,
making all an equal winner in
terms of customer acceptance.
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Implying that the app providers
are proficient in catering to the
user needs when it comes to a good
user experience in order to
increase stickiness towards their
product. (Figure 4)

UPI – The Latest Entry in Mobile
Payments Domain

UPI stands for Unified
Payments Interface. It is an instant
real-time payment mechanism
launched and developed by
National Payments Corporation of
India (NPCI), an RBI regulated
entity facilitating inter-bank
transactions. It enables instantly
transferring funds between two
bank accounts on a mobile
platform. It enables the customer
to keep its bank account
anonymous while transferring
money unlike other payment
options. This option is available
for integration over both desktop
& mobile platforms. In the m-
commerce space, NPCI launched
BHIM App in December 2016,
which totally disrupted the then
existing market of mobile wallets,
and other payment aggregator
apps. (Figure 5)
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GOOGLE PLAY STORE RATINGS

FIGURE 3
ANDROID MARKET SHARE
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Current Scenario

• In Rural India, both P2P & P2M payments are done in cash, leaving enough headroom
for growth.

• Foreign entrants are primarily focusing on urban population’s requirements.
• A lot of technology platforms are available, that can be easily adopted by Rural India.

• Interoperable payments due to multi-hop nature have multiple breakage points.
• One way is to have direct integrations with the merchants/banks to avoid leakages.

• This hardly has any existence in India currently.
• 100% market is available for the mobile payments provider to capture on this use case.

• Currently, digital/mobile payments is solely focused on money transfers, but there
is an array of opportunities that can captured & catered to like age specific services,
billing innovations, etc.

TABLE 1
CURRENT MOIBLE PAYMENT SCENARIO

Google Pay
29%

Paytm
29%

Jio Money
3%

Airtel Money
15%

Phone Pe
15%

Freecharge
3%

MobiKwik, 3% BHIM
3%
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BHIM app lets you make
simple, easy and quick payment
transactions using UPI. One can
make instant bank-to-bank
payments and pay and collect
money using just Mobile number
or Virtual Payment Address (UPI
ID).

UPI is slowly and gradually
building up and growing its
market share. The payments
industry is eagerly waiting for UPI
2.0. UPI as a payment method is
still facing lot of apprehensions
from the customers & competition
from the other m-commerce pay
options. The road ahead is long
before it  is declared as a clear
winner. This question is one open
ended one.

Literature Review
Nidhi Singh, Shalini Srivastava

and Neena Sinha in their paper:
“Consumer Preference and Satisfaction
of M-wallets: A Study on North Indian
Consumers” tries to test the
conceptual model of consumers’
intention and satisfaction towards
the mobile wallets in India.

Pinal Chauhan in her paper:
“E-Wallet: The Trusted Partner in our

Pocket” elaborated how e-Wallets
are going to make money
transaction less cumbersome for
the users. The people who use
mobile applications just need to
make payment at point of sale just
after doing the purchasing.
Author also throws light on server
side e-wallets and client side e-
wallets. An encryption algorithm,
known by the name RC4 is used
for providing a secure transaction.
Even after having some demerits
like interoperability, advantages
overweigh the disadvantages.

Deepak Chawla and
Himanshu Joshi in their paper:
“Consumer Perspectives about
Mobile Banking Adoption in India –
a cluster analysis”, analyze the
factors affecting the mobile
payments adoption amongst
Indian users, and further used
those factors to segment the
customers on the basis of
adoption rate. They segmented the
consumers into three segments -
as technology adoption (TA)
leaders, TA followers and TA
laggards. Their results showed
that both attitude and intentions
toward mobile banking differed
across the available segments.

Objective
This report will attempt to

critically compare the various
mobile payment apps (like – PayTm,
Freecharge, Bharat QR, BHIM, etc.)
available for the customer in today’s
market and their potential of mass
adoption in the market.

Also, it’ll dedicatedly analyze
UPI as an emerging technology -
holistically evaluating on various
parameters like, future scope,
market share, challenges, etc. and
its head on collision with the other
m-wallet options available to the
user like PayTm, PhonePe, Google
Pay, etc.

This report also includes an
in-depth analysis of Consumer
perspective on the E-Wallets
available in Indian markets based
on a customer survey that
was undertaken in Delhi NCR
region.

Further, this report will also
examine the influx of Global mobile
payment players and their impact
on our domestic market.

Lastly, the report will briefly
touch base upon future of mobile
payments in India explaining the
upcoming technology develop-
ments, and the opportunity areas for
improving the m-commerce
adoption rates.

Mobile Payments
Landscape in India

With the influx of payment
technologies, along with the
increasing smartphone penetration
in India, the mobile payments
landscape is growing at a booming
rate. Below is the snapshot of the
numbers estimated to be associated

UPI has demonstrated
the fastest and the most
consistent growth rate
and is poised to
become a key retail
payment platform.

Source:https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/in/Documents/financial-
services/in-fs-paynext-2018-noexp.pdf

FIGURE 5
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with mobile phones & M-payments’
market. (Figures 6 and 7)

Mobile wallet providers in
India belong to different business
lines such as banking, telecom, pure
payment organizations and OEMs.
The users are able to leverage the
mobile wallets’ offering for a variety
of services such as ticketing, e-

commerce, bill payments, etc.
Globally, mobile wallets have been
existing for many years. M-PESA
was launched by Vodafone in
Africa in 2007. Google launched its
wallet in USA in 2011 and in 2017
recently launched its version for
mobile payments in India. PayPal
launched its wallet way back in the

year 1999. Its wallet has more than
227 million active users in 200
markets and supports over 100
currencies.

M-Payment Options Available in
Market Today

Individual Banking Mobile
Applications

Mobile Financial Applications
are downloadable software enabled
applications for performing various
transactional activities on the mobile
devices. They are developed by or for
financial institutions to allow
customers to perform account
inquiries, retrieve information, or
initiate financial transactions as
available to the users from the
desktop site (net-banking). This
technology leverages features and
functions unique to each type of
mobile device and often provides a
more user-friendly interface than is
possible or available with either SMS
or mobile-site banking (Figure 8).

Major Threat Vectors with
Mobile Applications
• Access Violations: By passing

authorization/tokenization
processes involved in digital
payments.

• Rooted Device: Users now days
root/change the admin settings
of the OS and help criminals or
offenders by passing the security.

• Fake Apps: There are a lot of
applications present on the
Android & ITunes store, which
pretend to be verified apps, but
are there to let you make
transactions for fake purchases.

• Technology Exploitation: Some
common examples include SQL
Injection (SQLi), cross-site
scripting (XSS), etc.

FIGURE 6

Competitive
Rivalry

High, with so many players
in the merket, and everyone
doing aggressive marketing
to capture the market share
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Threat of New Entry
High, due to RBI guidelines and
regulations giving go ahead for
licenses.

Bargaining Power of Buyer
High, as a lot of alternatives
are avaliable in the markwet.

Bargaining Power of Buyer
Low, as all the e-wallet companies
have to comply to RBI’s /NPCIs
(Platform specific) to operate.

Threat of Substitution
• Low to medium, as it takes

time for the new entrants to
have all the functionality on
boarded at the very initial
launch.

• No substitute to mobile
banking as an option.

FIGURE 7
PORTER’S 5 FORCES ANALYSIS OF INDIAN MOBILE BANKING INDUSTRY
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Source: NPCI.

FIGURE 9
WORKING OF A UPI

Continuous innovations &
evolving performance in
digital technology
especially payments
space.

Increased consumer
demand of one-touch
integrations for ease and
faster checkouts.

The policy push from the
government towards
financial inclusion and
unexpected macro
factors like demonatiza-
tion compelling people to
switch to online modes.

Tremendous influx of
essential consumers
services ranging from taxi
services to e-shopping,
etc. which necessisates
digital transactions for
mass adoption.

FIGURE 8
MEGATRENDS DRIVING DIGITAL PAYMENTS REVOLUTION IN INDIA

UPI
As per NPCI’s website-

“Unified Payments Interface (UPI)
is a system that powers multiple
bank accounts into a single mobile
application (of any participating
bank), merging several banking

features, seamless fund routing &
merchant payments into one hood.
It also caters to the ‘Peer to Peer’
collect request which can be
scheduled and paid as per
requirement and convenience.”
(Figure 9)

UPI is available in 2 modes:
1. Independent Mode  – Banks

have the option of either
developing a separate APP
providing UPI functionality,
and/or can convert their
existing app to support the
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available services based upon
UPI architecture.

2. Embedded Mode – One can also
embed bank’s UPI compliant
app/module in other
merchant apps by providing
the SDK to the merchant for
integration into their apps.
Merchants can also choose to
include multiple UPI
compliant apps available
from different banks.

Major Threat Vectors with UPI:

• Third party app developer risks
while creating UPI enabled apps.

• Misuse due to loss of device.

• Unauthorized access to
information stored on user
devices.

• Compromise on the device
passwords leading to fraudulent
transactions.

Mobile Wallets

Mobile wallet is a virtual
wallet, which allows the user to
carry its credit and/or debit card
information in their mobile
smartphones (Figure 10). Types of
wallets:

Source: https://www.dsci.in/

FIGURE 10
WORKING OF A MOBILE WALLET

1. Open Wallets: Going by the name
itself, these wallets allow the
customer to perform a variety
of activities like cash
withdrawal, redemption, etc.
e.g., Vodafone’s M-Pesa, etc.

2. Semi-Closed Wallets: This type of
wallet is the highest in demand
as it allows the customer to pay
for services only available on
the platform. No withdrawal or
redemption facility is available.
e.g., PayTm, PhonePe, etc.

3. Closed: Doesn’t provide
redemption or withdrawal
facility, and can only be used
for a specific company’s goods
& services, e.g. Makemytrip,
Jabong, etc.

Major Threat Vectors with
Mobile Wallets:

• Malicious apps purporting to be
banking apps.

• Spoofed SMS message.

• Malwares attacking the mobile
devices.

• Illegitimate use of the user
credentials, stealing account
information, etc.

• Phishing attacks.

• SIM swap based attacks.

- Perpetual login is provided by
many e-wallet providers these
days for ease of the customer so
that the user doesn’t require
password every time while using
the application. This may lead to
illegitimate use of app for
making fake transactions.

Mobile Money Transfer (Telco based)

M-commerce presents a
shining opportunity to start a
second wave of mobile-led, cross-
sell opportunities for the operators
not just in India, but across the
globe. Telecommunication
companies are trying to seize this
opportunity, specifically targeting
low-income, unbanked segments
of the population wherein they
stand a chance to generate
both direct top line revenues as
well as indirect benefits for their
business.

There are some native
smartphone wallets like: Android-
Pay, Apple-Pay, and Samsung- Pay,
which are formed by a particular
combination of hardware &
software on devices. These wallets
also seek to replace the use of
traditional credit/debit cards with
mobile phones. (Figure 11)

BHIM vs. Mobile Wallets

• Level of authentication: E-wallets
generally are dependent upon
smartphone’s locking system as
their security system. Even
while making a payment, no
pin is asked unless set by the
user. So if the    phone    is
stolen,    unsolicited     transac-
tions     can     be     made     easily.
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On the other hand, BHIM app
has a unique account
password required to perform
any action like- accessing
account, transferring money,
check account balance.

• App Bound: With BHIM app, the
user need not be present on the
app to receive money. Allowing
just the name or mobile number
as payment address, anyone can
request for money.

• Charges and Limits for Transferring
Money: Wallets need to be topped
up with money every time a
transaction needs to be done.
With BHIM, your bank account
becomes your wallet.

• With BHIM, transactions
happen directly in the bank
account, whereas with the
wallets, the money stays in the
wallet account, and sometime
a processing fees of 1-4 per cent
needs to be paid to transfer the
money to the bank account.
With BHIM, one can directly
send, receive, and request for
money to and from their bank
accounts.

• BHIM supports USSD
transactions as well.

• Transaction Limits: Wallets have
a transaction limit of INR 1 lakh
per month. Transaction limit
implemented on BHIM app is
INR 20,000 per user, per day, and
INR 10,000 per transaction. The
limit for USSD has currently been
set at INR 5,000 per day. It has
come as a huge advantage for
merchants who can now accept
payments directly into their bank
accounts, and don’t have to pay
any processing fee unlike on
wallets. (Table 2)

Paytm

• Most popular e-wallet.
• Multi-vendor platform providing facilities like

billing, recharged, ticket booking, etc.
• Integrated with all the major merchants in the market.
• Paytm cashbacks & rewards are huge in demand.

PhonePe

• Started as a single wallet but converted to a full
fledged platform.

• Flipkart’s own wallet integrated with major
merchants.

BHIM

• Developed by NPCI, first e-wallet based on core
platform of UPI.

• Multi-lingual.

• Easy merchant DIY onboarding.

MobiKwik

• Independent mobile payment network.

• Recently tied up with small business as well, along
with offline stores.

• Integrated with all the major merchants in the market.

Airtel Money
• Limited offering as compared to competitors.
• Ability to use Airtel’s Payment bank’s services with

this APP.
• Integrated with a couple of merchants like: myntra,

etc.
• Doesn’t have much rewards & redemptions.

Freecharge

• Developed by NPCI, first e-wallet based on core
platform of UPI.

• Multi-lingual.

• Easy merchant DIY onboarding.

FIGURE 11
SOME OF THE MAJOR E-WALLET COMPANIES CURRENTLY IN INDIA

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
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USER BASE 350 million 25 million 118 million N/A 107 million
(total active  (monthly active (total users)  (total active users)

users) users)

MODES OF UPI, Wallet, UPI Wallet, UPI UPI Wallet, UPI
PAYMENT Payments Bank

WHAT ALL UPI Payments, UPI Payments, UPI Payments, UPI UPI Payments,
YOU CAN DO utility, mobile, utility, mobile, utility, mobile, Payments utility, mobile,
WITH IT   DTH, flight, train, DTH, flight, train, gas, DTH, flight,  DTH, flight,

movie tickets    movie tickets    train, movie tickets   train, movie tickets

NO. OF 9.5 million 1.2 million 300,000 579 (total) 143,332
OFFLINE
MERCHANTS

TRANS- Over 1.5 billion 860 million $110 million 159 million $3 billion
ACTIONS  transactions transactions in transaction transactions gross trans-

in a quarter 2017-2018   value in August  (until Jan’19) action value in
2018   FY 2017-18

TABLE 2
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Security Risks and Challenges
Associated with Mobile
Payments

While the digital payment
service providers are mushrooming
every now and then, and are
continuously increasing the suite of
product offerings, there is also
increasing the prevailing cyber
threat, hence providing the
criminals with increased exploi-
tation options.

This section of the report
attempts to highlights the various
threats associated with available
mobile payment options, and also
seeks on providing few tips for the
customer to remain safe. (Tables 3
& 4)

Analyzing Marketing Initiatives
Undertaken by the Apps

BHIM

1. Brand Ambassador: BHIM app
has roped in Sushant Singh
Rajput to promote UPI
payments in India.

2. Referral Bonus Scheme: Referral
bonuses are being given when
someone refers the app, and the
app gets downloaded with the
referral code. This way it
follows a loop of referrals
hence, increasing the user base
of the app.

3. Offline Channels: BHIM app is
also heavily trying to reap the
most out of QR code availability

for the offline retailers. Certain
cash-backs have been
associated with the same, so
that it incentivizes the customer
to download the app (in case of
a new user) and then pay for
the transaction at a store using
BHIM app, hence increasing
both the user base and the
transaction value for the APP.

PAYTM

1. Unlimited Cash-back offers are
being provided on its platform
on making transaction with
any merchant.

2. Celebrity Endorsements: Time
and again, PayTm ties up with
celebrity entities or figures like
Dharma productions, etc. to
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• Latest Technology:
Relying upon the latest
payment’s technology
in India – UPI.

• Quickest mode of
money transfer.

• Strong Backing:
Government funded.

• Easier (DIY) merchant
on-boarding.

• Instable technology
infrastructure.

• Poor customer
support.

• High no. of unsuccess-
ful transactions.

• To integrate on all the
available market
options in order to
consolidate and play
as one single source
enabling mobile
payments.

• Diversify into untapped
segments of – cab
booking, grocery
shopping, etc.

• Competition from
established players:
Players like PayTm,
PayPal, etc. have
already been present in
the market and occupy
the largest merket
share.

• Security & privacy is a
major concern.

S
Strengths

W
Weaknesses

O
Opportunities

T
Threats

S
Strengths

W
Weaknesses

O
Opportunities

T
Threats

SWOT Analysis – PayTM

• Competition: With low
entry bariers, it sees a
lot of competition from
upcoming companies
providing mobile
banking services.

• Security & privacy is a
major concern.

• Banks providing e-
wallets with account
opening itself.

• First mover advantage:
Pay was the first online
payment company to set
up operations in India.

• Bucket of services: From
bill payments to mobile
tickets, the app has it all.

• Large No. of merchants
on boarded on their
platform.

• Strong cash back &
rewards enabling tie-
ups.

• Higher number of
unsuccessful transac-
tions.

• Poor customer support.
• Too much diversification.
• Unable to handle too

much traffic.

• Growing demand for
aggregatos so as to
remove the need of
keeping multiple apps.

• Exponential growth in
online shopping
amongst Indian
customers.

S
Strengths

W
Weaknesses

O
Opportunities

T
Threats

SWOT Analysis – Google Pay

• Latest Technology: Rely-
ing upon the latest
payment’s technology in
India – UPI.

• Strong Backing: Google
being such a financial
strong company has a lot
of money to put into the
developemnt, Marketing,
etc. for this e-wallet.

• Can leverage the benefits
from Brand recognition.

• Poor customer support.
• Very less diversifica-

tion.
• Fewer on-boarded

merchants.

• Onboarding more
merchants/ diversify the
portfolio of services
offered.

• Launch newer un-tapped
technologies like NFC,
etc. that already preva-
lent in other countries
with Google Wallet.

• Competition: With low
entry barriers, it sees a
lot of competition from
upcoming companies
providing mobile banking
services.

• Security & privacy is a
major concern.

TABLE 3
SWOT ANALYSIS OF TOP MARKET PLAYERS

SWOT Analysis – BHIM
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increase brand awareness and
value.

3. Social Media Engagements:
PayTm has been heavily en-
cashing on the social media
platforms like Twitter,

Instagram, Facebook, etc. It has
started with the tags like
#paytmKiya, #Paytmkaro, etc.
have been used to increase
reach and penetration of
PayTm’s platform.

4. Exclusive Tie-ups: PayTm has
exclusively tied up with cab
hailing provider Uber, which
doesn’t have any other
wallet available on its
platform. This helps it run

SECURITY CHALLENGES

• Device passwords may be compromized
due to unsolicited usage of the mobile
phone.

• The above might lead to leak of confidential
bank related information.

• Loss of device might cause leakage of all
the information stored on the device
including the bank number, password, etc.

• A lot of fake applications are now a days
present in the market indulging in fraudulent
transactions.

• Device falls into wrong hands.
• Technological vulnerabilities like SQL

Injection, etc.
• Perpetual login to the apps provided by

many e-wallet providers, which might put
the confidential information at the risk of
being stole.

• Fake applications are present on the App
Stores, indulging in fraudulent transaction.

• Reverse engineering helps cyber criminals
get into the transaction flow.

• 3rd party apps may host malicious Remote
Administrative Tool (RAT).

• Loose Authentication & Authorization
mechanism by application.

SECURITY TIP FOR CUSTOMERS

• User should enable strong passwords their
mobile phones, other devices, etc. prior
to using mobile banking apps.

• Using added level of security, like face ID,
biometric, etc. in order to use the app.

• Any banking information like: A/c number,
IPIN or passwords shouldn’t be stored on
the user’s mobile phone from where it is
easily accessible.

• Loss of mobile phone should be reported
to the bank immediately in order to disable
the user’s IPIN and access to the bank’s
account through Mobile Banking app.

• Apps should be downloaded from trusted
sources only & before downloading does
read the comments, reviews on respective
app stores as per your OS.

• “Rooting” of the devices – It helps
cybercriminals to easily bypass the
embedded security checks.

• Using added level of security, like face ID,
biometric, etc. in order to use the app.

• Enable “Encryption” in smartphones – to
prevent USB Debugging from bypassing
the lock screen.

• Keep the Device updated with the current
OS to help keep the security loopholes at
bay.

• Always keep the Device updated with the
current OS to help keep the security
loopholes at bay.

PAY M E N T S
METHOD

UPI

WALLETS

MOBILE
APPS

TABLE 4
MOBILE PAYMENT APPS – SECURITY CHALLENGS AND SUGGESTIONS
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customized offers for users
booking cab rides.

5. First Mover: PayTm is the first
and only one which gets
associated in government
initiatives like: Kerala Relief
fund, CRPF Wives Association
fund, etc. thus providing ease
to the user and also en-cashing
on sentimental values.

GOOGLE PAY

1. Referral Bonus Scheme: Referral
bonuses are being given when
someone refers the app, and the
app gets downloaded with the
referral code. This way it follows
a loop of referrals hence, increas-
ing the user base of the app.

2. Cash-backs & Rewards: Every
transaction made from the
Google Pay App provides the
customer with the scratch
cards, which are valid only
after successful transactions
and expire within a certain time
frame. When the user scratches,
he/she may be eligible for
certain amount of cash-back on
the transaction made.

Market Entry of Global
Technology Giants

The payments landscape in
India is undergoing a major digital
transformation with the emergence
of instantaneous, cashless,
paperless, financial transactions,
and digital payments in India are
expected to reach US$1 trillion by
2023 from the current value of less
than US$200 billion in 2017-18.

The mushrooming digital
payments landscape in our country
has compelled even the global
technology and social media majors

to take notice and enter the fray.
Globally too, technology and social
media players have been striving to
increase customer engagement on
their platforms by providing an
array of services which makes the
customers stay on their platforms.

In India, the launch of Unified
Payments Interface (UPI) has
disrupted the payments’ value
chain away from all the banks, and
has given the ability for any digital
payment system provider to own
the available customer base. Since
the launch of UPI, the interest in the
payments market in India has seen

Google Pay (Launched: September 2017)
1. B2C product with Multi-lingual support.
2. Offers cash rewards & redemptions.

WhatsApp Payments (Launched: February 2018)
1. Is a P2P payment service based on UPI platform.
2. Enables transfer/requesting money within the

WhatsApp chat contacts.
3. Available on both iOS & Android Platform.
4. Newer features like: Add UPI ID & Scan QR code

have been also added.

Samsung Pay (Launched: March 2017)
1. Is a mobile payments platform leveraging NFC

technology.
2. Currently available only to Samsung users.
3. Recently launched loyalty programmes.
4. Allows contactless card payments using MST

technology.

Amazon Pay (Launched: December 2016)
1. Closed wallet limiting payments to Amazon

platform only.
2. Creates Amazon accounts by itself for the first-

time users.
3. Working on local innovations for Indian

customers.

FIGURE 12
GLOBAL MOBILE PAYMENT PLAYERS

a boom from the tech giants like
Google, Facebook, and Samsung
among others. Apart from accepting
payments, there is a whole array of
other benefits & use-cases for the
digital payments like monetizing
on customer profile, generating user
profile data sets, etc. The future
seems to be bright enough for
companies to venture into this
space. (Figure 12)

Key Advantages

Following is a short study on
the newer global entrants in the
Indian payment’s market. (Table 5)
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Future of Mobile
Payments in India

Rapid change in consumer
lifestyle and such a significant
growth in the domain of contactless
payments [payments involving zero
usage of physical cards (debit/
credit)] over the last decade has
resulted in Mobile Payments
gaining momentum and
recognition owing to its value
proposition for all the stakeholders,
naming - Customers, Merchants
and as well as the Banks.

The future of mobile wallets
and other available & emerging
mobile payments solutions
appears blossoming (Figure 13).
The ever increasing number of
internet users is expected to touch
the 650 million mark by the year
2020. There is a plethora of
digitally-savvy customers who
eagerly want to try new innova-
tions and prefer the seamlessness
& ease of using digital money.

Taking into consideration the
expansion of fintech companies in
the recent past,  there’s a
possibility that mobile wallet can
evolve to be a complete financial
management tool providing a suite
of offerings to the customers,
instead of being limited to a
simple, stored-value account. But,
there’s a long road to traverse in
this area because the digital
payments scenario is still in its

nascent stage. The demand for
person-to-person payments,
among other factors, continues to
grow and encourage the increased
use of mobile wallets even more.

The Internet of Things (IoT)
brings opportunities & concern
points for consumer payments and
the new commerce’s era. IoT is the
network of physical devices,
vehicles and assorted appliances

Incumbent Base

The global counterparts already have
a well-established huge user base,
which are already engaged to a
great extent with the platform
providers.

Indians spend approximately 3
hours on the smartphone, thus
providing a great opportunity to
these social media app platforms to
enable mobile payments.

The higher user stickiness index of
the customers on these apps
provides an advantage to them to
make their apps a one-stop shop for
multiple offerings including mobile
payments.

Apetite of Investment

Indian customer is always looking
out for value in whatever it uses.

Widespread mobile payments in
India require a behavioral shift due
to apprehensions that the Indian
user has regarding mobile or digital
payments in general.

As these providers are relying much
on huge cash backs and rewards, a
lot of investments/ cash burning
would have to be done to reap
benefits from this activity especially
in Indian market, where free is
symbolic to over exploitation.

Cross Border Payments

As these global players have
international presence, they can
easily think on the lines of cross-
border payments offering.

The user base for these transactions
might be small initially, but would
definitely help in giving a differential
edge to the providers.

TABLE 5
KEY ADVANTAGES OF MOBILE PAYMENT PLAYERS

Inv is ib le /Contact less
Payments

1. Amazon GO

2. Disney Magic Bands

Biometric Payments

1. Barclays
2. Mastercard
3. Samsung

Cryptocurrency

Voice Based Payments

1. Amazon Alexa
Internet of Things

FIGURE 13
FUTURE PAYMENT INNOVATIONS
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that are interconnected through
the internet which enables
these objects to send and receive
data.

E-payments continue to evolve,
with the inclusion of IoT devices
withstanding payment capabilities
augmenting the browser and m-
commerce experience. Consumers
can pay using a variety of connec-
ted devices, including connected
cars, household appliances, etc.

The sudden surge of crypto
currencies and block chain as a
technology itself has proved to be a
turning point in a variety of digital
payments use cases like - transfer
of money, remittances, and
e-commerce. Block chain is well and
truly moving out of the experi-
mental labs to real life applications
in the financial services sector.

Below are few customer
expectations from future digital
modes of payment:

1. Cyber security surety on all
digital payment modes.

2. Simpler payment options for
the users.

3. Omnipresent merchant
networks.

4. Frictionless and on-demand
payment opportunities to the
use.

5. Easy on-boarding on mobile
platforms that have been
devised keeping the user
perspective in mind.

6. Seamless off-boarding
provisions, allowing the
customer to de-register from the
application/portal which is
missing in the current payment
modes.

7. No overhead charges in
performing digital transactions
irrespective of the platform.

UPI 2.0

UPI 2.0 is an enhanced version
of UPI (Unified Payments Interface),
which is a product of NPCI. It was
launched on 16 August 2018.

The newer features that this
version would be providing are:

1. Linking of Overdraft Account

• Taking the savings and
current accounts functiona-
lity forward, customers can
now link their overdraft
account as well to UPI.

• Instant transaction would be
enabled through this account
as well.

2. One-time Mandate

• This feature will enable the
user to pre-authorize
(Mandate) a transaction, to be
debited from the linked bank
account later.

• Used in scenarios where
money needs to be transferred
later, but the commitment
needs to be provided
instantaneously.

• UPI mandates can be
executed only once.

3. Invoice in the Inbox

• According to NPCI, this
functionality is designed for
the users to check the invoices
sent by the merchant prior to
making payments to them.

• Customer can now view and
verify credentials as well via
a link, which was earlier not
present.

• This feature will be available
for verified merchants as well.

4. Signed Intent and QR

• This option adds extra
security in the form of signed
QR/intent, while paying
through scanning QR code.

• This has been done in order
to reduce the cases of
tampered QR and unverified
merchants.

• Also, the customer would be
benefited as the app security
code won’t be required for
such cases, thus, rendering
transactions faster.

UPI 2.0 member banks as on
date are State Bank of India (SBI),
HDFC Bank, Axis Bank, ICICI Bank,
IDBI Bank, RBL Bank, YES Bank,
Kotak Mahindra Bank, IndusInd
Bank, Federal Bank and HSBC
Bank.

UPI as a common integrated
platform for all digital transactions
in the country has a long way to go
in future. With limited functionality
of money transfer available with the
BHIM app, the government needs
to expedite the process of making
these features available to the users
on the mobile apps as well, so as to
garner newer users and provide
enhanced functionality to the
existing user base.

Conclusion
Increasing entry of global

players in the digital payments
landscape is definitely going to
affect our in-grown companies as
the former are well equipped with
the latest disruptive technology,
and are at par with the trends in
the global payments market. While
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the global players have multi-
dimensional advantages, but
there is a lot of scope still
untouched by the domestic mobile
payment providers. All that is
required is carving out a niche in
terms of value proposition of the
product that is being offered, along
with the early adoption of
upcoming technologies, and
enacting at the right time. Nothing

is too late in this ever growing
digital space.

Domestic payments players in
the country can still benefit from
certain opportunities and abilities
to foil the threat posed by new global
entrants. There are niche segments
and use cases which have potential
to scale-up and where the
incumbent could gain the first

mover advantage. In a diverse
country like India, the future
opportunities discussed above
require an extensive & widespread
channel of distribution that the
incumbents can leverage better due
to their domestic presence. Our
domestic mobile players would
have to identify these niches and
focus on quick execution in order to
gain dominance.
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